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“This project helped us to further 
standardize and optimize our existing 
processes within the company. It also 

helped us gain insight into a wide variety 
of services, and it is a stepping stone to 
further automation of processes without 
losing customer focus.”
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Standardized Processes and Real-Time 
Service Level Reporting
Standard Monthly Service Level Reports Save myBrand Time with 
Each of Their 100 Customers.

myBrand is an SAP Service Provider operating from three different locations 
in The Netherlands. The company was created in 2004, and in less than two 
decades, myBrand has grown into a successful and respected SAP service 
provider with over one hundred employees. 

Their organizational culture and business model stem from the dream of 
creating a professional SAP services organization where they would like 
to be customers. myBrand’s mission is to be the customers’ most valued 
service provider. Three pillars were created to support the mission: long-term 
relationships with customers and staff, an excellent price-quality ratio and 
integrated SAP services offering, combined with competence in  
low-code solutions.

Digital Transformation Into an  
Intelligent Enterprise
Their customers’ needs brought about myBrand’s Service Management 
Overhaul project for better information and an internal need to revise their 
processes, standardize their workflows and ease administrative work. The 
current system - an in-house solution called Prisma - was outdated, lacked 
modern functionalities and was not suitable for future needs. 

Industry
• Information Technology 

 

Location
• The Netherlands

Solution
• SIAM

Challenges
• The implementation of 4me was more than just 

installing a tool. It meant redefining the processes 
between myBrand and their customers, a project 
that had already been on the agenda for some 
time. Even within the different myBrand locations, 
there were differences in processes. With the 
implementation of 4me, these processes are  
now all standardized.

100 CUSTOMERS 
CONNECTED

BOOST IN CUSTOMER 
SATISFACTION

HEADLINE SUCCESS

100% VISIBILITY

https://4me.com


For myBrand, a new solution also needed to include better standard 
reports and automation possibilities and - more importantly - be a 
SaaS solution with excellent support.

After redefining existing processes, myBrand proceeded to a 
supplier selection, including 4me and other service management 
tool vendors. According to Lotte Bronswijk-Egbertzen, team leader 
and customer coordinator at myBrand, “myBrand chose 4me 
because it is best suited to our specific needs. For us, the total cost 
of ownership, its prescriptive nature defined by standards and best 
practices, and service-oriented design made 4me stand out above 
the other candidates.”

“How do I transform my organization into an intelligent enterprise?” 
myBrand asks on its website. By implementing 4me, the company 
demonstrates its commitment to digital transformation. Being a 
Managed Service Provider (MSP), the company’s technological 
infrastructure can be a driver for change. 4me is a strategic 
collaborative tool that supports the Service Integration and 
Management (SIAM) approach. It allows an organization’s internal 
and external service providers to collaborate seamlessly while 
providing real-time insight into the delivery level.

“I am a big fan of the dashboards; the reporting 
options are tremendous. I can now offer a lot more 
insight to the customers. Where it previously took 
me several hours to create a service-level report, 
it now only takes just a few mouse clicks. That has 
resulted in a change of perspective, from discussing 
past performance data to reviewing future 
opportunities and the customer’s roadmap.” 

Implementation
4me business partner Joost-IT carried out the implementation. The 
project duration from the first signature to go-live was about seven 
months, a relatively short time for a project of this complexity with 
many integrations, such as Single Sign-On, Active Directory and 
over 100 external customers. Some customers connect through 
email integrations, but most use the 4me Self Service portal or an 
interface. The customers who use 4me were the easiest to connect: 
all Joost-IT had to do was set up a 4me account trust that was 
established in a matter of minutes.

Lotte about the collaboration with Joost-IT and 4me: “The 
partnership with Joost-IT is ongoing and keeps getting better. They 
are truly involved in helping us optimize our services, applying their 
knowledge and aiming for customer delight. Our experience with 
4me is excellent, too. We take part in the yearly Customer Advisory 
Board (CAB), and it is fantastic to see how our needs, and those 
of our customers, are being addressed in new releases. 4me even 
organized a yearly CAB based on our feedback and our desire 
to pay more attention to the specific wishes of Managed Service 
Providers. It proved to be the right choice.”

Training
After the first group of users did the standard 4me training, 
myBrand, in collaboration with Joost-IT, created screencasts to 
train the bulk of the consultants. These screencasts now function 
as a reference and are also used for our external customers and 
suppliers. myBrand created a special web page explaining what 
4me can do for them, what has changed and how to use the Self 
Service portal.
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Scope 
• Self Service
• Request Fulfilment
• Incident Management
• Problem Management
• Configuration and Asset Management
• Change Management
• Service Level Management 

Knowledge Management and Project Management are already on 
the agenda.

Go Live
myBrand went live with 4me at the end of 2019. In their first full 
year of working with the system, their consultants and customers 
registered more than 33,000 tickets. myBrand’s customers are 
enthusiastic about how easy the system is to use. “Our customers 
can see exactly where their requests are, whether they are being 
worked on and what the priority is. Soon we will go one step 
further by making reports available from the Self Service portal,” 
said the customer coordinator. Reporting options in the Self Service 
portal is one of the prioritized outcomes of the CAB, requested 
by myBrand. It goes to show that 4me takes co-creation with its 
customers very seriously.

Results
The biggest advantage of 4me for myBrand is that everyone now 
works according to the same process enforced by the system. 
That makes work faster and easier, both for our employees and for 
current customers.

Lotte Bronswijk-Egbertzen: “I can recommend 4me to any service 
provider, especially with regard to the standardization of processes 
and how easy it is to set up a trust with customers and suppliers. I 
am a true 4me ambassador: I tell every new customer about our 
experience with 4me and how easy it is to work with customers  
who also work with 4me. We always hope that like us, they also 
choose 4me.”

 

 

THE SINGLE SOLUTION FOR BETTER SERVICE MANAGEMENT
4me® combines ITSM with ESM and SIAM capabilities making it possible for all internal departments, such as IT, 
HR and Facilities, to work seamlessly with each other, as well as with external managed service providers.
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C E R T I F I E D   P A R T N E R

Joost-IT specializes in implementations that seamlessly match the requirements and wishes of an 
organization. They also focus on continuous improvement by applying relevant innovations and 
developments in the market to every customer.
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